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Abstract 

 

The pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 impacted the way in which all the activities of our lives were developed, and the 

educational system was one of the most affected aspects. The report of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (UNESCO, 2020) warns that the pandemic has caused the most serious disorder recorded in 

education systems in all history, and that higher education would be the sector that could experience the highest dropout 

rates, as well as a reduction in enrollment of the order of 3.5%, which means a global loss of 7.9 million students. To 

alleviate this crisis, it recommends formulating comprehensive plans for the reopening of schools, protecting education 

funding and collaborating to moderate negative impacts, increase the resilience of education systems with a view to fair 

and sustainable development, rethink education and energize positive change in teaching and learning (UNESCO, 

2020). After the declaration of a health emergency, all education levels had to quickly reorganize itself, migrating 

teaching and learning processes to virtual environment. Although this is increasingly used, there are still a lot of 

elements that prevent it from working successfully in all contexts. 
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Restrictions experienced lately forced 

humanity to adapt to a new way of life that gives 

place to the creation of new scenarios in which the 

use of new technologies that they are transforming 

the physical spaces, which were gradually replaced 

by virtual spaces. Digital applications became a 

new channel of communication and information 

that led to teleworking and tele-education. The use 

of tele-working in the educational field, according 

to Marti Castro (2003) it is “increasingly broad and 

diverse, since that can be used by the teacher as a 

pedagogical support or the student for learning 

autonomous” (p. 406); However, if in the face-to-

face institutions, educational phenomena related to 

school accompaniment or students with learning 

problems, in the new context, the following 

question arises: What about learning in virtual 

classrooms? 

The insertion of new information and 

communication technologies (ICT) in the 

educational field, it impacted on the learning 

process of the learner, in the role of the teacher, in 

the contents, in the evaluation. The role of the 

educational subject faces a period of crisis, because 

on the one hand it generates significant learning; 

and on the other hand the lack of training in the 

disciplines gives chances to wide generational 

gaps, such as “the digital illiterate (teacher) must 

teach the 21st century technology scholar 

(student)” (Chamba, 2019). Still, technological 

innovation in the educational system it has been 

given gradually and according to the resources that 

each educational institution owns; however, the 

current pandemic caused by the COVID19 

abruptly forced a change in the teaching and 

learning process face to face with a virtual scenario 

without considering the context of the educational 

communities. 

Without face-to-face communication and 

without possibility to leave home, teachers must 

adapt and adapt their practices as providers of 

educational services to home delivery. Lack of 

physical interactions and absence of a true school 

setting are major limits. To alleviate these 

limitations, teachers are invited to consider ways to 

use effectively existing resources and transform as 

designers and facilitators of learning having the 

home as a setting, and which evolves in space and 

time. While maintaining social interactions with 

the students, they have to supervise distant 

students, bridge the physical distance and organize 

different types of curricular resources. 

Telecommunications operators, companies 

and private organizations reacted adequately, 

offering, on the one hand, the necessary 

bandwidth, and on the other, services, programs, 


